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 D igitalisation is no longer a question of if but of how. 

There is not a single business function that is not in 

some way affected by it, from line management to all 

support departments.  

This issue focuses on the digitalisation of the finance role, its far-

reaching impact and the changes underway. Digitalisation will com-

pletely transform the classic finance department tasks of recording and 

reporting on financial and other data. Instead of recording the past, 

it will forecast future developments and chart the appropriate course 

accordingly. As my colleague Marco Schilder put it later in these pages, 

‘finance is moving from budgeting to forecasting, from bookkeeper to 

business partner’. 

Digitalisation means accepting the challenge and making choices. It’s not 

the easiest of tasks in a sea of trends, technologies and options. From 

algorithmisation, robotisation and AI, to Big Data and machine learning – 

the most pressing question is how it will affect finance department staff. 

What new competencies should they acquire and how can they be moti-

vated to participate in the process? In this special issue of BDO, finance 

chiefs from KPN, Randstad, NS, Ordina and Wolters Kluwer explain how 

they are tackling these issues. Theirs are inspiring stories of making the 

most of opportunities – and how the finance role is changing. As depart-

ing KPN CFO Jan Kees de Jager says: ‘The CFO of the future must be a 

data analytics expert as well as a finance professional.’ 

The stories in this issue show clearly how automation and robotisation 

can simplify finance processes, how data visualisation tools enable real 

time monitoring and how data analytics can be effectively used to sup-

port decision-making and value creation.

We also present our own vision and practical expertise on the digital 

transformation of the finance department.  What are the opportunities 

and risks, and how can finance and IT work together? Our motto is to 

be as compliant as needed and as efficient as possible. We show you the 

practical implications of digitalisation for the roles that matter most in 

finance.

I hope that this BDO special will inspire you and your finance col-

leagues to continue on the path of digital transformation. If you have 

any queries, or would like advice regarding implementation, please don’t 

hesitate to contact me at john.hijmans@bdo.nl or any one of the col-

leagues featured in these pages. 

With kind regards, 

John Hijmans

Partner, BDO Corporate Clients

‘Data is like 
sunshine, we 
keep using it, 

and it keeps 
regenerating’
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Jan Kees de Jager    
(50) has been KPN’s 
CFO since 2014. 
After gaining a 
bachelor’s degree 
from Nyenrode 
Business Univer-
siteit, De Jager 
studied at Erasmus 
Universiteit Rot-
terdam, graduating 
with an MSc in 
business econom-
ics, (honours) 
and sociological 
economics, and 
two years later with 
a master’s in Dutch 
law. De Jager then 
began his entre-
preneurial career, 
co-founding inter-
net company ISM 
eCompany. In 2007 
he was appointed 
junior finance 
minister on behalf 
of the Christian 
Democratic party 
and from February 
2010 to November 
2012 was finance 
minister in two suc-
cessive cabinets. 

KPN
Sector  
Telecommuni-
cations 
Workforce  
12,700  
Revenue 2018 
€ 5.6 billion
Ebitda 2018  
€ 2.2 billion 

Live dashboards, stand-up meetings and looking ahead 
rather than backwards are all part of Finance 2.0, 

says Jan Kees de Jager, CFO at KPN. ‘Our department 
is the navigator which helps steer the business.’

Today’s CFO 
talks both business 

and finance 
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 ‘We used to 
talk about 
a financial 
review, now 
we have a 
business 
update’

You want to do more with predictive fore-
casting. So how are you organising the tradi-
tional control functions? ‘Financial control and 

business control are now further apart. The hard side 

of the business, the financial control and accounting 

work for internal reporting and the IFRS, is now part 

of a shared service centre with corporate control. The 

business controllers sit at the same table with the di-

visional management teams. We call them ‘business 

navigators’, a title which comes from my favourite 

hobby – rally driving. I see the navigator as the pas-

senger in side-car racing. He is the navigator next to 

the driver, who checks the map and never loses sight 

of the road ahead. To keep the analogy going, navi-

gators are much less likely to use the rear view mirror 

than our controllers used to do.  So they generate 

more added value for the managers, and that leads 

to better results.’

What does this mean for the skills you re-
quire from KPN’s finance professionals? ‘A 

lot.  The financial controllers have to be good at fig-

ures. But our business navigators have to speak the 

language of both commerce and finance. The selec-

tion process was wide-ranging and that means some 

members of staff have moved to departments better 

suited to them.  We have also taken on new people 

with very specific, data driven skills. I always say – 

and this is something I tell students as well –  that 

the CFO of the future will be half finance chief and 

half data scientist. They will need to understand data 

analytics, AI, robotisation and the like.’ 

That is fairly easy for you, given your IT 
background.  Would you say other CFOs 
are sufficiently on top of the subject? ‘Yes. 

Most of them have it on the agenda. And if they 

lack the expertise and the affinity for the issues 

themselves, they can make sure their staff have the 

necessary skills. However, in general I think manage-

ment boards, and certainly their supervisory boards, 

should pay more attention to the theme of digital 

transformation – including when it comes to electing 

potential board members.

Would it be useful to have a Chief Digital Officer or Chief Tech-
nology Officer on the management board of every company?  
‘Mmm, that depends on the context the company is operating in. A  marketing 

organisation would be well served if the CMO of COO were responsible for 

digitalisation. But for a company like KPN, digital transformation is part of our 

core business, it is what we deliver to our clients. So that is why, in our case, 

we have a Chief Technology and Digital Officer on the management board.’ 

 

Digitalisation boosts transparency and makes clear what is prof-
itable, including the performance of colleagues. Is that not a de-
terrent? ‘Yes, it does generate discussion. We can go granular, down to 

micro level, to determine the profitability of our products and services, and 

we can do that across the complete value chain. If the data disappoints, it 

makes sense to discuss the methodology from a business point of view.  And 

I consider such discussions to be very important. That is not to say that a 

product with a very low margin cannot still be valuable. It’s this transparency 

that leads to better insights.’

During meetings you work with digital screens and real time 
market information. Is that useful? ‘Yes, very. We used to sit there 

passively looking at each other across a big table, with a big pile of paper 

between us and figures that were weeks old. Now we meet standing up and 

in front of a large touchscreen. So meetings are no longer one-way traffic. 

We look together at a wide range of KPIs and we talk about them. How do 

we interpret the latest market data? What is the impact of competitors’ re-

cent campaigns? How do we explain the latest developments and what can 

we do about them? But we also look at what consumers are saying about 

telecom companies on Twitter. We have it all in front of us so we can look 

at the company as outsiders, and take action when necessary. In addition to 

these weekly and monthly reviews, we also make time to take a more stra-

tegic look forward to the coming three or five years. Put simply, this dialogue 

generates added value and much better discussions.’

So better decisions? ‘Absolutely, even though I can’t actually quantify this. 

But I do see a different culture and a different mentality. We used to talk about 

a financial review, but now we have a business update. It is a subtle change but 

a significant one. Our NextGen Finance programme is helping us to steer more 

efficiently and more effectively, based on informed decisions.’ ‹‹
  

Jan Kees de Jager well remembers what he found when he started 

out at KPN – a finance department which continually looked to the 

past and swamped colleagues with reports and management letters. 

‘Every month you would end up with giant stacks of papers’, he says.  

 ‘No wonder no one could see the wood for the trees.’ 

The new CFO launched his ‘NextGen Finance’ programme almost immedi-

ately. Four years on, it has led to the telecom giant’s metamorphosis, par-

ticularly in terms of far-reaching digitalisation.  That process of change is 

now virtually complete, with positive results. Last year, the new strategy won 

KPN a Corporate Recognition Award, given to companies which are trendset-

ters in the field of innovation in accountancy and finance by the Institute of 

Management Accountants.

What aim did you have in mind when you started it all? ‘At the 

time, 80% to 90% of the finance department's time was spent on ‘reporting 

the past’. I wanted to cut that back to about one third of our time so that 

we could spend the remaining two-thirds on understanding the present and 

looking into the future. That has worked, and, as planned, has generated a 

45% saving on costs.’

How did you start? ‘We were given a generous mandate to  digitalise 

the department from the ground up – three years and a substantial budget 

which, incidentally, had to be earned back. Although it was not an aim in 

itself, digitalisation and automation allowed us to reduce the number of full 

time finance jobs – up to 70% in some areas. We began by using the ESSA 

method – Eliminate, Simplify, Standardise and Automate – to reduce the 

complexity which had accumulated over the years. You start by eliminating 

– deciding what you will keep doing and what is to be dropped. What remains 

is simplified and then you standardise the processes, so that you can easily 

automate them. You need to carry out these four steps in the right order, 

otherwise you will end up in a mess.’ 

Can you give an example of something which has been achieved?
‘Take processing a journal entry. It used to take 15 manual steps. We’ve been 

able to reduce it to three and put a robot on the job, which makes no mis-

takes because the process has been simplified. And this process of simplifica-

tion and digitisation has also cut costs considerably.’ 

How digital is 
KPN now? 

Reasonably advanced / 
Very advanced

What have KPN's 
digital efforts cost 

so far?
‘I would like to turn that 
around and say that its 
primarily delivers cost 
savings and a better 

customer experience.’ 

 What has all this 
delivered KPN?
‘KPN has beeen 

transformed into a 
client-driven organisa-
tion with an integrated 
and user friendly range 

of products and ser-
vices – thanks in part 
to our programme of 
simplification and far-
reaching digitalisation. 
This has allowed us to 
simplify our products, 

our processes, our 
IT systems and our 
networks, with the 

aim of working more 
efficiently and better 
serving our clients.’ 

In new market 
opportunities?

‘We are more flexible 
and we can better 
anticipate market 
developments. For 
example, we were 

able to introduce the 
KPN-EEN service for 
business customers 
within four months 
– something which 

would have previously 
taken a year. And 

today’s IT has enabled 
us to link much more 

easily and quickly 
with third parties like 
Tencent for Wechat 

customers in Europe, 
and Netflix for inte-
grated television and 
KPN service billing.’Jan Kees de Jager’s three digital lessons ›› In the early years, organise changes 

to the finance function away from the finance department, so you don’t get dis-
tracted by day-to-day goings-on. ›› Make sure the finance department under-
stands what benefits data analytics, AI and robotisation can bring to the job, and 
therefore to the entire company. ›› Start your digital transformation using the 
ESSA methode to reduce complexity. 
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From
operator... 

How does this work in practice? The building industry is of-
ten faced with extra post-project depreciation costs, for in-
stance. ‘Building firms work on a project basis. To prevent any nasty 

financial surprises they would do well to include someone from finance 

in the project team from the word go, not to check the invoices but to 

use digital means to see if things are ticking over correctly and if progress 

and budget are in line every step of the way. You can do this by having 

contractors keep proper digital reports on-site, so that any budget over-

runs can be spotted, and tackled, in time. In short, finance should be 

more involved in the business side of things.’

 

Is digital transformation an issue among CFOs and their de-
partments? ’Yes, and more so in the last couple of years. Three years 

ago many CFOs thought things like digitalisation, process mining and 

robotisation would not have much of an impact on their job. But now 

every CFO worth his salt knows he will at least have to study the implica-

tions of what it will mean for them. BDO organises regular meetings with 

CFOs, controllers and other finance professionals. During these Finance 

Circles we are often asked what the digital possibilities are, and, more in 

particular, where to start the digital transformation process. Many peo-

ple are afraid such a project is too big and complex for them to take on 

and that they will bite off more than they can chew.’  

D igitalisation is something no company that wishes to be 

taken seriously, now and in the future, can afford to ignore. 

But what does it mean for CFOs and their departments? 

It is obvious already that the traditional finance function 

– recording and reporting financial and other data – is rapidly making 

way for such tasks as forecasting trends and signalling strategic business 

decisions.

Changing from budgeting to forecasting and from book-keeper to strate-

gic partner means digital choices have to be made. Algorithmisation, ro-

botisation, AI, big data, data analysis and machine learning are just some 

of the many options available - but which is the right one? And how 

can finance staff be motivated to support the change?  BDO’s financial 

operations adviser Marco Schilder supports CFOs and their departments 

in the transition to digital and explains how it is done.  

What does digital transformation mean for the CFO and the 
way a finance department functions? ‘Finance is finding itself at 

the centre of a rapidly changing environment of business models that 

come and go, as well as increasing demands on its services. Tasks such as 

risk assessment and impact analyses for strategic choices mean finance 

is being given a great opportunity to expand its role. Digital transforma-

tion helps to make financial processes more efficient and robust and that 

means the department is freed up to advise colleagues in business and 

other staff services. Tools such as continuous control dashboards also 

allow it to monitor and better control the internal processes.’  

What does this mean for the role of finance departments with 
the boardroom? ‘They will move toward reporting and analysing will 

happen in the future, based on past and current events. The trend is mov-

ing away from providing a financial account towards delivering manage-

ment data that gives business the insights that are going to influence the 

initial decision-making process. A company may want to know whether 

it has got the product market fit right, for instance, or if better invest-

ment opportunities could present themselves. They want to know what 

changes may affect how they are currently making their money. Perfor-

mance and portfolio management software will make it easier to gener-

ate this type of information and visualise it clearly via dashboards. That 

will put finance in a much better position to advise other departments 

within the company.  

SIX DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION TIPS
1  Resist the urge to start on the operational side straight away and focus on 

setting out a digital strategy first. 

2  Start small and, depending on the results, continue to make small and 

time-limited steps in order to gain some quick wins and keep things man-

ageable.  

3  When collecting and analysing data make sure you are not overwhelmed 

by the huge volume of data. Prioritise.  

4  Involve finance as well as IT in the transformation project but appoint an 

independent manager as project leader.  

5  Involve staff as early as possible in the digital transformation process. Con-

sultation will create a basis for cooperation. Start the appropriate addi-

tional training on time. 

6  Bring in the right talents, who fit in with the new digital culture. That will 

become easier as you become future proof in terms of digital operations.

‹‹

Marco Schilder, partner 
CFO Services at BDO 

Digital transformation is revolutionising the roles of CFOs and their teams. 
Swept to the forefront of strategic planning and policy making, they  

are offered new opportunities but, warns transformation expert Marco 
Schilder, there are a number of pitfalls that CFOs have to be aware of.
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‹‹

 ‘Digital transformation in 
finance? Be as compliant as 
necessary, as efficient as 
possible’ Marco Schilder

‹‹

FINANCE ROLES IN DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION   
The finance department has roughly four roles. Digital trans-
formation impacts all four, says Marco Schilder.  

The Accountant ‘This is the most traditional role, involving processing trans-

actions and delivering the periodical financial reports. This role, which is in fact 

a commodity, can be automated almost completely, for instance by using ERP 

systems, automated workflows and robotic software. The result is increased 

effectiveness and efficiency. Entering paper invoices on the computer by an ac-

countant who then goes around the departments to get them initialled should 

really be a thing of the past. Digital transformation makes finance more of a 

process operator, with the system taking care of transaction processing and 

reporting while finance monitors these via the continuous control dashboards. 

If a transaction is made payable twice or without a purchasing order, the dash-

board will flag it up immediately and the problem can be remedied.’   

The Commentator ‘The Commentator’s tasks, such as planning, budget-

ing and providing management reports, can be considerably streamlined us-

ing digital tools. Dashboards can provide quick and clear reports showing real 

time financial and operational performance indicators. Colleagues can access 

specific reports such as the results of a certain month in their business unit, 

through these portals. Artificial intelligence allows the Commentator to make 

automatic analyses, such as market trend forecasts. This increases the reports’ 

forecasting value so they are more useful when used to support decisions 

within the business.  

The Controller ‘The Controller oversees risk management and compliance 

and is, as it were, responsible for keeping the company out of trouble. Here, 

too, digitalisation options are available, such as automated controls, continu-

ous control dashboarding and internal audits supported by GRC software. Data 

analysis allows the Controller to make forecasting models for risk assessment 

so risks are flagged up and mitigated earlier. Use of big data analysis will enable 

finance to point out risks that weren’t previously spotted and could become a 

major problem for the company..’ 

The Business Partner ‘The Business Partner supports strategic decisions, 

based on data analysis and business case analysis. The ability to flag projects 

that are or may not be profitable, or signal the extent to which a projected 

product-market fit may succeed  early on, will give the Business Partner a 

prominent role in portfolio management. This is clearly the most strategic of 

the four roles and represents much added value for the company. The Business 

Partner needs to have a good grounding in finance but cannot function with-

out a thorough knowledge of the business side of things.’

How can you prevent people from becoming overwhelmed?  
‘We advise CFOs to start small, for instance by organising a workshop to 

explore what the digital strategy of their department is, or should be. 

Where are you now and what is ‘the dot on the horizon’? Then, by means 

of process mining, the processes best suited to digitalisation are brought 

into view – think of purchasing, invoicing or reporting. Breaking up the 

process into small steps gives CFOs a chance to experience quick wins 

brought on by digitalisation and so build a basis for a large-scale trans-

formation project.’

What are the leading principles when you are coaching CFOs?   
‘Our motto is be as compliant and as efficient as possible. Don’t be 

fooled into thinking that’s a simple balance to achieve. More rules and 

regulations mean you might give too much weight to compliance and 

then you will lose on the efficiency side. Compliance is an absolute must 

but should be balanced by efficiency and the ability to act decisively.’ 

 

What are the pitfalls CFOs should take into account? ‘They 

must take care not to drown in a sea of data. Collecting and analysing 

data requires the ability to separate the relevant from the non-relevant 

and for that finance must knock on their business colleagues’ door. An-

other risk is that a few former IT workers become the designated finance 

IT specialists while the rest of the staff watch from the sidelines and 

continue as before. That is not going to achieve anything. The digital 

transformation of the finance department role needs a multidisciplinary 

approach.’  

...to 
enabler 

Marco Schilder is partner at 
BDO CFO Services. His speciality 
is in financial function improve-
ment and coaching CFOs during 
the digital finance transforma-
tion process. Former employers 
include Arthur Andersen and EY 
where he worked as an account-
ant and management consultant. 
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 ‘When I talk 
to young 
people 
going into 
accounting 
or finance, 
my advice 
is to always 
understand 
the data 
side of the 
business’

KEVIN LOEGERING 
CFO of Johnson Brothers 

Liquor Company

‹‹

 ‘Finance is moving away 
from operational work and 
reporting, towards providing 
direction to business’ Marco Schilder

Is the human factor the greatest hurdle to a seamless digi-
tal transformation? Schilder: ‘Absolutely, and that is why it is es-

sential to involve staff as early in the process as possible through con-

sultation and training. Many people underestimate the importance of 

staff involvement. It really is the key to success. And don’t forget that, 

apart from staff, many executives are also sceptical about big IT projects, 

and rightly so. Many of these projects did not deliver in the past so why 

would this one be any different?  So seeing is believing. Otherwise they 

will regard this as yet another hype and dig in their heels.’ 

Any other important hurdles? ‘Finance departments must be able 

to work closely with the IT department. We sometimes find that finance 

is eager to forge ahead but that IT is dragging its feet. I was recently 

told about a big financial services company where the CFO wanted to 

calculate a number of assumptions because of new rules and regulations. 

The IT department refused, saying ‘it would take up too much of our 

platform’s computing capacity’.  A number of finance staff subsequently 

went to a computer shop, bought a couple of heavy duty computers 

and servers and did the job themselves… To prevent this type of friction 

from occurring, it’s vital that a digital finance department project such 

as an ERP implementation is not led by either IT or finance but by an 

independent change manager. He or she can be the link between the two 

departments and create the integrated approach that is indispensable 

for a successful digital transformation process.’

Where do you start? ‘We use the BDO framework for Integral Digital 

Transformation’ (see page xx for a description and explanation of the 

framework). The framework provides insights into what is happening in-

side the organisation and the internal processes which are needed. We 

distinguish three dimensions to the digital transformation process. The 

first dimension is made up of the five aspects of digitalisation, i.e. clients, 

staff, finance, IT and the portfolio of services and products. The second 

dimension is the digital maturity of these five aspects – this . The final 

dimension is the right execution level, in other words who will be doing 

what. The starting point is a strategy for digital transformation initiated 

by the top management, which is then translated into tactical terms by 

the middle management. This is followed by the operational execution 

and the implementation of systems.’   

Finance is increasing using robots to take over certain tasks. 
Apart from fewer human mistakes, will this not also lead to 
fewer FTEs? ‘It will in principle because for some tasks, such as old-

fashioned accounting, fewer people would be needed. But more often 

than not those people are offered another, more rewarding financial role, 

such as providing analyses, controls and advising business. That usually 

means adopting a different attitude and acquiring new competences, 

including both technical and soft skills. Very often staff are really put 

through their paces to make the grade. Digitalisation very definitely has 

a big impact on certain roles and functions within finance  (see box), with 

the main trend being the move away from operational work focused on 

reporting to providing direction to business. There will always be a die-

hard admin worker who will check the output of the robots and hang on 

to his trusted Excel-sheets but if the process is managed properly most 

people will make the digital transition successfully in the end.  ‹‹

Wilt u meer weten over 
onze geïntegreerde 

benadering van digitale 
transformatie? 

Lees hier verder.
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DIGITAL LEADERS TURN IN STRONGER 
FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

Moving up the digital curve matters because B2B digital leaders turn 

in stronger financial performances. Top-quartile B2B players generate 

 3.5 percent more revenue and are 15 percent more profitable 

than the rest of the B2B field B2B digital leaders turn in stronger 

financial performance.

SCENARIO ANALYSIS
Does your company conduct scenario

 analysis as part of the planning process

FROM BOOKKEEPER 
TO STRATEGIST

If it was up to financial directors, they 

would work 2 hours 31 minutes less 

a week on bookkeeping. They would 

prefer to spend the time on:

MANY FINANCE TASKS 
AND PROCESSES CAN BE 

PARTLY AUTOMATED 
Potential for finance-function automation using 

demonstrated technologies, % share

Overall

General accounting 
operations

Cash disbursement

Revenue management

Finance controls and 
external reporting

Financial planning 
and analysis

Tax

Treasury

Risk management

Audit

External relations

Business development

Revenue 

growth

CAGR, 2010-15

Return to shareholder 

(TRS) growth, 

CAGR, 2010-15

Operating profit 

(EBIT) growth, 

CAGR, 2019-15

 Fully Highly Somewhat Difficult to do

M
or

e 
tra

ns
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tio
na

l
M

or
e 

st
ra

te
gi

c

Finance 
in the 

driver’s 
seat

 Figures may not sum to 100, because of rounding

Automatability

2:31 Financial matters

1:53 Customers

1:41  Corporate strategy

0:13  Financial strategy

 83%

 33 %

  

 17 %

 45%

 20%

 23%

 34%

 Top-quartile digital B2B companies 

Rest of B2B sample

Downside, Base Case, 

Upside (or low, medium, 

high) types of scenarios

Scenarios tied to specific events

with e.g., oil price spike, winterest 
rate change,recession, etc.

Scenarios tied to govern-
ment legislation or 
regulation

Yes, when planning for 

the entire company

Yes, when planning for divisions and 

vusiness units within the business

Yes, when planning specific 

projects or investments

No, we never analyse scenarios in the 

planning process

4.3%

-1.8% 

0.8% 10.3%
13.5% 18.1% 

The days that CFOs focused on past 
financial performance and checking the 
books are long gone. Today's CFO helps 
to run the company via a continual stream 
of valuable statistics and prognoses.  

Sources: TIAS, CFO Survey Europe, Q2 (2019)  fig. 1, McKinsey fig. 2 and 

4, Gartner fig. 3. 

Companies conduct different types of scenario analysis

~5x ~8x ~2x
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Finance is steadily becoming a

main driver
Geert van der 
Hoek (43) has a 
background in busi-
ness administration 
and is an IT man-
ager at NS where 
his responsibilities 
include Data &  
Analytics, CC  
Mobile & Digital 
Platforms and IT 
Backoffice (Finance, 
HR, Purchase). He 
was previously em-
ployed by ORMIT 
and Kuehne + 
Nagel.

NS
Sector  
Passenger 
transport 
Workforce  
22,000 
Finance staff 
350  
Revenue 2018 
€5.9 billion 
Ebitda 2018  
€116 million

Hugo Mans 
(52) is a chartered 
accountant and 
finance director at 
NS where he has 
taken on a number 
of managerial roles 
since 2002. His 
former places of 
work include PwC 
and Logica.
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Van der Hoek: “These messages allow us to influence the process and, 

more importantly, travellers are more likely to find a seat. And by giving 

them the right information, we are give travellers the opportunity to 

make their own call.’

What will digital transformation mean for the finance de-
partment? Mans: “Finance used to be a bit of a separate world within 

the NS. Colleagues from other departments found it hard at times to get 

at the financial data and properly understand its implications. That is 

something we wanted to change completely. We want to be accessible 

to all NS departments, especially since the management of our opera-

tional KPIs, such as punctuality, and the corresponding financial figures 

are inextricably linked. It is up to Finance to combine the operational and 

financial data in order to present a clear picture. 

We want to give our colleagues information that 

they can actually use in practice. ’  

Can you give an example of the sort of 
information you mean? Van der Hoek: “Not 

long ago, we launched a weekend travel campaign 

for Kruidvat customers. It proved to be a big hit. 

But when we analysed the data, it turned out that 

although the discount offer had boosted revenue 

it also ate into our regular takings. And the other 

travellers weren’t very happy about the crowded 

trains at the weekend. So we were able to provide 

a more nuanced and comprehensive analysis of 

the effects of the campaign.”

Mans: “We also want to enable the board to 

check out certain things for themselves. It used 

to be the case that Finance would hand over the 

month-end figures and that would be that, so to 

speak. We are working on a dashboard that will, 

for instance, allow management to make a deep 

dive into the information presented there, based 

on their specific needs.’

Has the relationship between the finance 
and IT departments become closer? Van 

der Hoek: “Yes, we are increasingly speaking a 

common language. There is a clear parallel be-

tween IT and Finance. Our attitude used to be 

that we would do anything business asked us to 

do, whatever it was. We have become more criti-

cal. When asked for IT input, we will now ask what, 

for instance, Finance wants to achieve. It gives us 

a much more meaningful brief to work with and 

adds value more quickly.’

Mans: “You will no longer catch me saying: ‘Geert, 

I want you and your department to build some-

thing around this or that function, hope it works 

out’. It’s a much more iterative process now. It 

involves me having to understand if my request 

is going to be easy or difficult for IT to execute. 

In this way you come to a joint decision and can 

back each other up if things turn out to be riskier 

than previously thought. And at Finance we can 

only monitor our own processes if we understand 

how the data is being fed through the IT systems.”   

Van der Hoek: “Our worlds are converging more 

and more. IT and Finance are no longer separate 

departments but are becoming part of the busi-

ness side of things. The Finance department is 

steadily becoming a main driver.’

Does this means finance staff will need 
additional skills? Mans: “Yes, our people need 

to be more versatile and have multidisciplinary skills. We often include 

a member of the Finance department in the business teams so our input 

can help achieve their goals. You don’t need to be a dyed-in-the wool 

accountant but you do need analytical skills and the ability to predict 

developments based on the financial data.’ 

And meanwhile simpler tasks are being 
automated? Mans: “Yes. Robots have already 

taken over a number of relatively simple and re-

petitive tasks from Finance staff and they are very 

happy about that. It frees them up for activities 

such as analysis and forecasting.’

What does your digitalisation learning 
curve look like? Van der Hoek: “Bringing about 

change is always a tough proposition, and this 

process is no exception. We are moving towards 

self-organising teams which requires a completely 

different approach to the job. So not only are we 

transforming processes and IT systems, we are 

also effecting change at an organisational level by 

upping staff skills. All in all it is a pretty big task. 

But we are optimistic about its chances of suc-

cess, especially since our workers are very loyal to 

the company and committed to the passengers. 

As managers we spend a lot of time convincing 

other managers and staff of the need for digitali-

sation. And we’re being as transparent as possible because only then can 

you win people over.”  

Mans: “We are making tracks because we see this change as a collabora-

tive effort involving our total teams. Everybody in the teams matters and 

that is how we both gain speed and have fun along the way.’ ‹‹

W ith the upcoming transfer to S/4HANA – SAP’s new 

ERP system – and a company wide data modelling 

and BI platform, NS is planning to make real time 

management information dashboards available to all 

departments. The rail operator opted for a gradual roll-out instead of a 

‘big bang’ implementation and Finance will kick off the process on Janu-

ary 1. Goals include a consolidation of systems, clearer financial reports 

and lower costs.  Finance director Hugo Mans and IT manager Geert van 

der Hoek explain.  

How important is the ongoing digitalisation process for the 
NS? Van der Hoek: “It’s becoming more important by the day. Train 

travel is popular but we are creating very few new tracks and we are op-

erating almost at capacity. In order to transport more passengers we will 

have to think smart. That means more efficient management, optimising 

train schedules etc.  At the same time we must make sure train travel 

remains affordable. Digitalisation is indispensable if we want to make 

all this happen.”

Mans: “The important thing is to keep our focus firmly fixed on the cus-

tomer throughout the process.  One of our main goals is to increase 

customer satisfaction. For example, we know that being able to find a 

seat during rush hour is very important to a traveller. So we have put 

the Seat Finder app in place which tells travellers where on a busy train 

seats are still available. We want to forge relationships with individual 

travellers. Once we know more about their travel behaviour, we can send 

them push messages telling them the best and cheapest time to travel.’  

Hugo Mans and Geert van der Hoek's three digital lessons ›› Include  
finance staff members in business teams. ›› Judge potential Finance staff on 
their teamworking and analytical skills . ›› Digitalisation is a team effort.

Digital transformation is not only going to 
allow the NS finance department to provide its 

business colleagues with the right month-
end figures, but also to come up with scenario 

analyses and predictions that will benefit the 
whole company.  
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How digital is 
NS? 

Reasonably advanced 
 

What has all this 
delivered KPN?

‘A positive business 
case, i.e. more 

efficient management 
and a better 

product for the 
customer. 

And in terms of 
new market 

opportunities?  
‘Digitalisation tallies 
with NS’s ambitions 
as a mobility service 

provider: 
Always near, always 

affordable, and always 
sustainable.’
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Tech entrepreneur and innovator Luddo Oh   

 ‘Finance has its  
work cut out’ 
‘The finance department is often called on to con-

tribute during cost saving operations. That usually 

means fewer people doing more work. In addition, 

today’s finance department is also carrying more 

weight in terms of dealing with both the inter-

nal and external data on tap. But on top of that, 

reporting periods are shorter and regulators are 

imposing tougher demands in terms of accounta-

bility, risk management and data security. In short, 

finance has its work cut out.’

Our research Strategy Trends 2019, which involved 

750 companies, showed that digitalisation and 

data analytics are becoming increasingly im-

portant. The finance chief’s role is shifting from 

administrator to change agent and business part-

ner. Forecasting is clearly gaining in importance, 

particularly when compared with controlling and 

reporting, and is being helped by big data and data 

analytics. The finance department is taking on a 

leading role in terms of organising data, and IT and 

line integration. That is the big shift.’

This requires finance professionals take a more 

proactive and flexible approach. At the very least 

you have to retrain your current staff and do every- 

thing you can to keep the good ones on board. 

But training and staff retention are not enough. 

Finance needs to make agreements with HR about 

finding people with wider expertise – people who 

understand finance, management, data analytics 

and primary processes. In addition, the finance 

professional of the future will have to be expert in 

taxation and data protection.’

On balance the job will become better. Boring jobs 

will be automated, saving time for more strategic 

work. In the coming years, the finance department 

will increasingly become the driver of change. It is 

worth noting that many of the CEOs currently be-

ing appointed have a background as CFO.’

Luddo Oh (50) has worked for Adviesbureau 

Berenschot for 20 years and mentors organisa-

tions operating at the cutting edge of financial 

management and strategy.

Tech entrepreneur and innovator Eddy Faasen   

 ‘The citizen data  
data scientists   
are coming’
‘The consensus among financial professionals every-

where is that developments in IT and data will be the 

main drivers of change in their profession. Research 

shows that data analytics, artificial intelligence, 

dashboards, cloud computing, robotic process auto-

mation and blockchain will all make their influence 

felt in the coming years, as well as becoming increas-

ingly important board room issues.  

This raises a key question about the standard of IT 

and data knowledge that financial professionals 

should have. In a best-case scenario they would 

understand what IT and data specialists do, and be 

able to ask the right questions. Financial profes-

sionals, whose actions are predominantly based on 

their knowledge of business, should not be asked 

to tackle data modelling or checking algorithms, 

for instance. But they should be able to make 

simple data analyses, or explain to data specialists 

what sort of analyses they require. Enter the ‘citi-

zen data scientist’ who looks at IT and data from 

a business perspective while the ‘specialist data 

scientist’ stays within his own IT and data area of 

expertise. This specialist can tackle the more com-

plex analyses that would be a bridge too far for the 

‘citizen data scientist’. 

The rise of IT and data means that financial profes-

sionals will have to update their skills on a perma-

nent basis. A one-day course on data analysis is 

just not going to cut it. It’s a generation gap in the 

making: the young financial professionals of today 

are given a more solid grounding in data analy-

sis rather than book-keeping, for example.  The 

spectacular growth of the amount of data is not all 

good news, however. Financial professionals have 

to be able to guarantee that the data they work 

with is reliable. They also have ever-greater cyber 

risks to deal with. But once a financial professional 

manages to turn the new developments to his 

advantage, better data, better analyses and better 

decisions will be within reach.’

Chartered accountant Eddy Vaassen teaches 

at Erasmus and Tilburg universities and is an 

expert in the use of information technology in 

accounting and auditing.



W olters Kluwer has gone through what can only be de-

scribed as a metamorphosis. First, the 183-year-old 

publisher made the switch from print to digital, and 

then it transformed itself into a provider of software 

solutions for lawyers, doctors, accountants, lawyers and other profes-

sionals. Today, it provides high-quality professional information along-

side advanced software that firms serving other businesses desperately 

need in their daily work. According to its 2018 annual report, around 

88% of Wolters Kluwer’s business now comes from digital services and 

solutions for its customers – and, by extension, for their customers too. 

Take, for example, a surgeon who can look on an iPad to check the spe-

cific knowledge needed to carry out an operation. Or a data analysis tool 

which allows a lawyer to analyse a particular judge’s rulings and alter 

their arguments for a new case accordingly. It is no wonder that more 

software engineers and data scientists than editors work at Wolters Klu-

wer nowadays.

From controller to business partner Angelique Rooijmans leads 

the Business Analysis & Control department, part of the corporate fi-

nance division of the multinational information services firm. ‘We ana-

lyse all our financial results and report back to the board,’ she explains. 

Wolters Kluwer’s finance department is 
becoming keener, faster and more intuitive. In 
other words: ‘We have more time for the fun, 

analytical parts of the job,’ says Angelique 
Rooijmans.

 Better 
predictions 

and more 
profitable 
products

Wolters Kluwer 
Sector  
Information 
services
Workforce 
Around 18,600 in 
180 countries 
Finance 
department 
Several hundred
Turnover 2018 
€4.3 billion 
Net profit in 
2018   
€650 million

Angelique 
Rooijmans  
has worked for 
Wolters Kluwer 
since 2012. She 
was first Global 
Program Manager 
and Head of  
Program Manage-
ment, and last 
year she became 
Vice President 
Business Analysis 
& Control. She 
previously worked 
for Shell, Philips 
and PwC.

‹‹
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Profitable new products Wolters Kluwer’s digital transformation is 

also helping it develop profitable new products and services, says Rooi-

jmans: ‘For example, we have developed CCHiQ, an AI tool that uses 

algorithms to allow an accountant to see immediately which clients are 

affected by new regulations, and help to advise them.’

At the touch of a button, accountants can then 

send those customers an e-mail that provides in-

sights into the consequences of a new tax meas-

ure that affects them specifically, advising them 

on what they can do about it. ‘Accountants appre-

ciate this enormously, because they cannot pro-

actively approach hundreds of customers them-

selves,’ she points out. ‘For some of them, there is 

another advantage: they find it rather difficult to 

sell their services personally, and so they really see 

CCHiQ as a win.’

Faster and more intuitive So, is the internal 

digital transformation going fast enough for Rooi-

jmans? ‘We are a company with processes, sys-

tems and a long history,’ she admits. ‘You can't 

just sweep all that away. We are making progress 

in stages, and you also have to involve your em-

ployees. The young generation grew up in a digital 

world, and are quick to get on board. But ‘digital’ 

isn’t self-evident for all employees, including my-

self.’ But the clear benefits of digitalisation soon 

win people over. ‘With the new software, we no 

longer have to enter data multiple times, and our 

work has become much faster and more intuitive,’ 

she says. ‘Being efficient gives you more time for 

the fun, more analytical aspects of the work, spot-

ting trends and looking ahead. That’s a huge step 

forward.’ ‹‹

‘Our main goal is to understand how our results relate to our corporate 

strategy and objectives, and where we need to make adjustments.’ Rooi-

jmans was previously Head of Program Management at Wolters Kluwer’s 

Global Platform Organisation. ‘GPO is responsible for creating digital so-

lutions for Wolters Kluwer business units worldwide,’ she says. ‘We con-

stantly look at how we can create added value with new digital products 

for customer processes.’ With this experience in mind, she believes it is 

time to implement more digitalisation in the finance department of the 

business itself. ‘We are working on further digitalising the financial func-

tion because we want to operate more more effectively and efficiently, 

with a focus on the customer,’ she says. ‘My customers are the Wolters 

Kluwer business units worldwide. The better we set up our processes and 

provide business-related insights, the better they can create value for 

their final customers.’ This means that the finance department needs to 

get out of its comfort zone and into a new role: ‘If you used to be a con-

troller who only reported to the CFO, you are now more of a business 

partner who can advise all departments strategically,’ she explains. ‘That 

requires different skills.’

Ever better predictions Right now, the business software provider is 

rolling out its own product, CCH Tagetik, internally. ‘This is a software 

solution that uses algorithms and self-learning to turn data inputs into 

predictive forecasting,’ Rooijmans says. ‘This could be very valuable for 

our finance team. It means we can look at our financial KPIs in a different 

way: we will test our own predictions against our software’s forecasts, 

which are all displayed on dashboards and very easy to overview. We 

expect the software to really improve the conversation between financial 

and non-financial teams. We will also be able to link financial data to 

other data such as sales or HR more easily, which considerably broadens 

the scope of our function.’

 ‘We will test 
our own 
predictions 
against our 
software’s 
forecasts’ 

‹‹

Angelique Rooijmans 's three digital lessons ›› Opt for evolution, not revolu-
tion: digitalise the finance department step by step. ›› Don’t turn digital transforma-
tion into a separate project or process, but make it a fixed thing for all functions across 
your organisation. ›› Define a digital strategy as a handle for all organisational units to 
move in the same direction, without needing full central control!

How digital is 
Wolters Kluwer?  

Very advanced 
 

What has Wolters 
Kluwer’s digital 

transformation cost 
to date? 

‘Over the past 15 years 
we have invested in the 
organisation in various 

ways to bring about 
the transformation. We 

have done this partly 
by investing eight to 

ten percent in product 
innovation every year 

since 2003. ’

What has it 
delivered Wolters 

Kluwer? 
‘A positive business 
casThis has helped 
Wolters Kluwer to 

transform itself into 
a global provider of 

information services, 
software solutions and 

services for profes-
sionals.’
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Jorge Vazquez  
(43) has been serv-
ing as Managing 
Director Group 
Control & Strat-
egy at Randstad for 
the past two years. 
He was formerly in 
charge of Randstad 
Brazil and filled 
senior positions 
at TNT Post and 
Spring Global Mail.

RANDSTAD
Sector  
Staffing 
Workforce  
approx. 38,000   
On secondment 
approx. 670,000
Revenue 2018 
€ 23.8 billion
Ebitda 2018  
€ 691 million

Henry Schirmer  
(54) has been CFO 
at Randstad since 
2018. His former 
places of work 
include a British 
equity firm and 
Unilever where he 
filled the positions 
of CFO Europe 
and CFO North 
America.

         e
asier for foreign branches by providing real time insights in      all relevant data and KPIs. This clever use of data is creating more space for vital human interaction.       

   Randstad is investing in digitalisation in order to offer a user-friendlier, quicker and more      transparent service to clients and candidates alike. Finance is evolving in tandem, making life 

 ‘Digital, but on a human scale’ 
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Human contact remains a core value despite a no-holds-
barred digitalisation? Jorge Vazquez: ‘Human contact is, and will 

always be, indispensable. The more time we can dedicate to personal 

coaching, the sooner we will get results. Smart technology can help. 

The Randstad concept of ‘tech & touch’ cleared the way to a new ex-

ternal market brand position. ‘Human Forward’ signals our willingness 

to embrace technology and use it to offer both our internal staff and 

temporary workers the most advantageous career path possible. And 

that in turn benefits our clients.’        

Can you give some examples where digital technology is used 
at Randstad? Vazquez: ‘It is used to link data in a way that will pro-

vide a wealth of information about the labour market to our clients. 

It also makes the matching process a more tailored and efficient one. 

We have an app, for instance, which candidates can use to signal their 

availability for certain jobs to our intermediaries with one push of a 

button.  They can also upload their references online which can then 

be checked automatically by our systems.  Another app will give peo-

ple access to us at all time, and there is an online system which al-

lows companies direct access to their workforce data. Data-rendered 

insights can help us recognise candidates’ career possibilities more 

quickly. The work is organised in a more efficient way so more time 

can be spend on maintaining personal contacts. That is the essence of 

Human Forward.’  

What will digital transformation mean for Finance at Rand-
stad? Schirmer: ‘Our organisation structure is relatively flat and most 

of our staff operate locally, in their own country and in their own 

market. Each of the subsidiaries has a robust finance department. But 

the strategic and policy decisions are made here, at our Amsterdam 

headquarters where company-wide tasks in the area of governance, 

taxation and treasury are centred as well. We are, of course, at the 

forefront of digital transformation and one of our core missions is to 

make life easier for our international colleagues. Here at our headquar-

ters we have a comprehensive birds’ eye view of countries and silos 

and that means we can see much more than our colleagues abroad.’

Vazquez: ‘We help them by no longer preparing the closing month 

but by giving them real time access to all kinds of data and KPIs and 

other data rel-

evant to them. The 

step from static, 

fixed time reporting 

to a much more fluid 

real time assessment has 

been a major one. Finance still 

checks the rear view mirror from 

time to time but it’s a quick, automated 

glance.  We focus on the future more than anything 

else, for instance by means of algorithms, and on how we can 

best anticipate developments.’ 

Does that new role put you in charge of the bridge? Vazquez: 

‘Yes. And to broaden the metaphor, we can now plot a course avoiding 

the icebergs, whereas in the past we could only report nothing bad 

happened on the journey.’    

Schirmer: ‘I like the way technology not only makes fewer mistakes 

than humans but is also capable of a more objective judgement be-

cause it is based on data and nothing else. People are always influ-

enced by their own ambitions – including in the board room. And that 

tends to cloud their judgement.’

If your colleagues can access the relevant data themselves 
what added value can Finance offer? Schirmer: ‘We are not only 

holding up a mirror. We also advise and provide relevant solutions. 

Think of us as a car navigation system that tells you there’s a traffic 

jam ahead and how to avoid it. We used to be data poor, now we are 

data rich. The next step is to become data intelligent.’

How does Randstad acquire the know-how needed not only 
to make digital transformation happen but to be a pioneer in 
the field? Vazquez: ‘In three ways. Firstly, we stimulate local inno-

vation. Secondly, we support the Digital Factory, our laboratory for 

innovative and preferably scalable projects. And thirdly, we invest in 

startups active in HR tech via our own innovation fund. We are cur-

rently helping 17 companies. One of these is Cruchr, which specialises 

in people-analytics,  developing tools which will give companies a bet-

ter insight in their human capital. Crunchr is working on a cloud-based 

solution for HR reporting and workforce analysis, something we are 

very interested in. The use of people analytics in our sector is in its 

infancy but the applications are promising.’ 

Last year you overtook Adecco as global market leader. Did 
you throw a big party? Schirmer: ‘Ha ha, no, perhaps a very small 

one. It’s not size that matters but speed and manoeuverability. If you 

constantly think about how big Randstad is you might become com-

placent. We would rather think of ourselves as lots of small units, able 

to react quickly to the needs of the market. It’s the human scale that 

matters in this business. That is the way it has been for the last 60 

years and it has made us what we are today.’ ‹‹

I t is 1960 when a young Frits Goldschmeding dispatches his first 

temporary staffer. While working on his graduation project, eco-

nomics student Goldschmeding had come to the conclusion that 

the Netherlands was ready to embrace the concept of workers on 

demand. It turned out to be a brilliant brain wave and almost 60 years 

on, Randstad is the world’s biggest staffing agency. With 38,000 staff 

based at some 4,800 offices in 38 countries, Randstad is currently the 

employment go-between for over 670,000 tempo-

rary workers.

Digital innovation is crucial for a multinational of 

that size and the finance department has to be the 

first to take this on board, say CFO Henry Schirmer 

and his right hand man Jorge Vazquez, responsible 

for Group Control & Strategy.

How important is digital transformation 
for Randstad? Henry Schirmer: ‘It’s essential. It 

is our mission to find the very best candidates for 

the companies that make up our client base. This 

means we have to offer a service that is more user-

friendly, quicker and transparent. That can only be 

achieved through digital transformation. We are, 

for example, in the process of automating certain 

administrative duties to free up intermediaries 

who can then concentrate on finding the perfect 

match between company and candidate. Both cli-

ents and candidates want to be able to contact 

us at any moment of the day, irrespective of how 

or where. That has prompted us to adopt a mul-

tichannel working practice which is digital wher-

ever possible. Digitalisation is progressing apace 

at Randstad. Our motto is ‘tech & touch’. It refers 

to the fact that despite the use of advanced tech-

nology, recruitment and selection still depend on 

human input. Our opinion is that technology will 

never take over the job but is there in a supportive 

capacity. Hence the ‘touch’ bit: both andidates and 

potential employers prefer to meet face to face.’
Henry Schirmer and Jorge Vazquez's three digital lessons ›› Go for small, 
incremental steps. Together these can become the catalyst for change and innovation.   
›› Create a solid base by investing in data set quality and IT architecture. ›› Don’t be 
afraid to fail often and quickly. Learn from the experience and have success metrics 
with short feedback cycles in place. 

How digital is 
Randstad?  

Very advanced  
 

What has digi-
talisation delivered 

Randstad? 
‘We measure a number 
of indicators for all of 
our investments. Prof-
its are not measured in 
terms of financial gain 
alone but of benefits 

for our stakehold-
ers, such as better 
experiences for our 

candidates and staff.’  

And in terms of 
new market 

opportunities?  
‘Now more than ever 

technology is giving us 
the opportunities to 
support our staff and 
candidates in a very 

personal way. With the 
right mix of technol-

ogy, HR know-how and 
a personal approach 
we are better placed 

than ever to meet the 
needs of organisations.’

   ‘Data-rendered insights can help us recognise   

candidates’ career possibilities more quickly’ Jorge Vazquez
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INSIDER

‘We are increasingly seeing within companies that change processes 

start from the CFO. To make those changes successful, working with 

the right IT is a condition. Partly because IT is becoming more ac-

cessible and understandable, the CFO is increasingly responsible for 

IT. As a result, Finance gets even more in the lead and indicates the 

strategic direction of the company.

Many companies are still fully engaged in the migration to the 

cloud. In the meantime, they struggle with a maze of data systems, 

which makes it difficult to get the right data on the table in time. It 

becomes even more complex if you also expand your activities or 

business models to other countries, either by exporting or by open-

ing a branch or sales office locally. As a CFO, you want all those 

countries to report in the same way so that you know in good time 

which countries are doing well, how the comparison with competi-

tors turns out, and where the real growth potential lies.

This is possible with the right software solutions. NetSuite, which 

started 20 years ago with the development of the first SaaS solu-

tion, has opted to offer cloud ERP Software in which we fully inte-

grate ERP, financial management, inventoru management, project 

management, CRM and ecommerce. The architecture of this is based 

on scalability so that you as CFO can easily expand. Users can do 

more and more themselves, such as creating a report or dashboard, 

or drawing up an approval workflow. For example, IT is increasingly 

shifting to the business. That requires some guidance. That is why 

we have a partnership with BDO, which helps customers implement 

our solutions and relieves them by supporting them in their business 

objectives.’

Michiel Ramakers is Sales Director Benelux of the American soft-

ware company NetSuite, which offers globally integrated business 

software in the cloud..

Tech entrepreneur Michiel Ramakers   

 ‘It is 
increasingly 
shifting 
to the 
business’ 



 

What does this mean for your own organisation? ‘It means our 

staff need to broaden their skills to help clients move up the value chain so 

business processes become quicker and better. I think it’s fair to say that 

we have become market leaders when it comes to the multidisciplinary 

approach. Our high-performance teams are independent units made up of 

people whose skill sets and complementary profiles are geared to the goal 

the client has set himself. Internal support for the teams is provided by a 

coach and technology experts. It is important to have a common archi-

tecture and approach when you have several teams working on different 

projects at the same time. It’s the only way to ensure good governance 

and a uniform way of working. All teams apply the same KPIs, for example.’

  

What does this mean in practice? Can you give a concrete ex-
ample? ‘When Rabobank decided to move fraud detection in credit card 

transactions in-house along with its credit administration, we assembled a 

high performance team to tackle the job. The added value of such a team 

for the client is its ability to work proactively and the fact that it is ac-

countable for the quality of the product it is delivering. In the case of Ra-

bobank this meant the time frame could be shortened by three months.’

W hen Annemieke den Otter left VolkersWessels to take 

up a post at Ordina in 2013 she found an organisa-

tion in the middle of a restructuring operation. Like 

other IT service providers at the time it, too, was fac-

ing reduced spending by clients. In those days Ordina was mainly in the 

business of providing technical staff, such as Java specialists, SAP consult-

ants and programmers who were hired on a project basis by government 

organisations, financial service providers and industry. Ordina still offers 

the services of individual IT specialists but its main focus is now on bal-

anced, multidisciplinary teams and comprehensive IT solutions.  These 

include helping government institutions to digitalise files so citizens have 

quicker and better access to their data.  It’s an approach which affects the 

interaction with clients and the internal organisation as well as the finance 

department.     

Why did Ordina move the strategic goal posts? ‘Primarily because 

the needs of our clients were changing. In the old days they would ask us 

to come in with a new ERP system to improve back office efficiency, for 

instance, or we’d be brought in by the company’s IT department to solve 

temporary capacity problems. Now companies mainly call on us to im-

prove digital processes so their customers get a better and quicker service. 

These organisations realise IT is the motor that drives innovation and cre-

ates distinctiveness. They understand that smooth primary processes have 

everything to do with the flexibility of the IT environment.’   

Finance: 
the pied piper of 

digitalisation

Annemieke 
den Otter (40) 
started her career 
working in asset 
management and 
project finance 
at ING. In 2010 
she became Head 
of Treasury & 
Finance at con-
struction company 
VolkersWessels. 
Three years later 
Den Otter came 
to Ordina as a 
corporate finance 
director. She has 
been the com-
pany’s CFO since 
2016.

‹‹

ORDINA
Sector  
IT-services 
Workforce  
Approx. 2,600
Finance staff 
30
Revenue 2018 
€ 358.5 million
Ebitda 2018  
€ 6.9 million

Taking the lead in digital transformation and advising clients how they should tackle 
the process - that, in a nutshell, is the strategy of IT service provider Ordina. However, 

says CFO Annemieke den Otter, you must choose your goals well. Do you aim for 
more efficient processes and lower costs or are you going for business impact? 
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becoming 
less relevant’



ing it. That closer contact will tell us which KPIs we will have to focus on. 

That is important because our classic KPIs – which were mainly applied to 

the number of staff working on a given project - are losing relevance. And if 

you change your KPIs, reporting will have to change with them. The general 

consensus is that before you start the digitalisation process you must have 

a clear vision of what it is you want to achieve. You can aim for optimally 

flexible processes where speed and real time insights are pivotal. Or you 

can choose to keep costs down by working lean. Another goal you can set 

yourself is to go for maximum business impact by combining efficient IT 

processes with a flexible workforce. That is the path we have chosen.’

How many FTEs were you able to eliminate as a result of digi-
talisation? ‘In 2013 we had 70 in the finance department. This has now 

gone down to 30. We invested in hiring more good people, partly with a 

different profile, who have a real affinity with IT and data visualisation.’ 

How IT savvy do you and your Finance team have to be? ‘Com-

pared to my colleagues my knowledge of IT is relatively limited, haha. Of 

course  having an affinity with the subject helps. But what matters most 

is to have a clear idea of what digitalisation can mean for your depart-

ment and your organisation, and where it can make a difference cost-wise. 

It is one of the reasons we have established a so-called ‘IT board’ which 

includes people from the business side, finance and IT. The board decides 

on the priorities where information technology is concerned. These are not 

people who simply have an affinity with IT but who are experts in their line 

of work. Otherwise you run the risk of over-enthusiastic technology geeks 

trying out all sorts of new things. I am of course open to promising new 

pilot schemes but we are not running a playground. The IT board is com-

mitted to the goals Ordina has set itself and its members know which IT 

projects will contribute to those goals.’ ‹‹

Does the multidisciplinary approach imply 
a change in team members’ attitude to cli-
ents? ‘Definitely. Contact with clients used to be 

largely a matter for the sales department. Now all 

our consultants and management layers are ‘client 

facing’ – or in the process of taking on that role. In 

order to have direct contact with clients you need 

certain communication skills, and, yes, that in-

cludes myself. Both our CEO Jo Maes and I regularly 

go and see clients. It’s a crucial part of the job and 

clients are very appreciative. If there is a problem, 

they have a direct line to us and we can then make 

sure the matter is dealt with quickly.  As a CFO it is important for me to 

know what is happening and which problems clients are grappling with. I 

have noticed that clients are keen to hear how I managed the replacement 

of our own ERP system. They appreciate that I completely understand 

when they tell me they want to have another think before they decide to 

replace theirs.’  

What will digital transformation mean for Finance? ‘I think that 

as the finance department of a leading IT company we should take the 

lead. Finance sets the example for the rest of the company in terms of 

cost efficiency. The first step is to look where operational processes can be 

improved and speeded up. The trick is to determine where robots would 

be appropriate so staff don’t have to transfer data from one IT system to 

another and human error is limited to a minimum. Next up is data man-

agement. What data is best suited to visualisation so colleagues in the 

business department have a clear picture available in real time? If we make 

a good job of digitalisation in the finance department we will free up time 

to move closer to the business side and explore the best ways of support-

Annemieke den Otter's three digital lessons  ›› Finance has to 
lead the way when it comes to cost effectiveness. ›› Make sure HR 
finds the right fit: Finance staff need to be genuinely interested in 
IT and vice versa. ›› Opt for multidisciplinary teams and make sure 
stakeholders agree on priorities.

‹‹

How digital is 
Randstad?  

‘Reasonably advanced’   
 

What has digi-
talisation delivered 

Ordina? 
‘A more defined market 

profile, with added 
value growth, a more 
attractive workplace 

for staff and a healthy 
business perspective.’    

And in terms of 
new market 

opportunities?  
‘Smart, innovative 

solutions and services 
will help us create the 

kind of digital head 
start which markets 

and clients are 
looking for.’ 

 ‘My fellow 
CFOs and 
other leaders 
should 
respond to 
today’s rapid 
technological 
and societal 
change by 
taking a 
long-term 
view’

MARK HAWKINS 
President and DFO Salesforce
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T he challenges facing companies range from globalisation and digitali-

sation to changing rules and regulations. In this ever-shifting dynamic, 

it is vital to have the relevant management information - if the right 

choices are to be made. 

The finance function has been playing an increasingly important role, taking the 

lead when it comes to recognising trends, forecasting market developments and 

offering strategic decision support

Creating a ‘state-of-the-art finance function’ requires specialised knowledge and 

coaching. Our experts at BDO are happy to help your company achieve a smooth 

transition to an efficient and successful data-driven future. They can help formu-

late your ambitions and vision for the future, assess your current finance depart-

ment and draw up a transformation plan, including implementation, change man-

agement and support. 

Please note: a seamless and successful digital transformation requires a thorough, 

multidisciplinary and people-focused approach. That is why we take all aspects 

and stakeholders into account. We do this by means of our framework for finance 

transformation (see opposite page) and our 360° perspective on digital transfor-

mation – see also www.bdo.nl/digitaltransformation. It is the quickest and 

surest road to an optimal and sustainable result.  

If you would you like to know more, please contact: 

Marco Schilder

Partner BDO Advisory 

– CFO Services

marco.schilder@bdo.nl

+31 (0)6 1123 4410 

BDO Global 

international 

Top 5  
accountants and 

consultants worldwide

Over 1,500  
branches

162 
countries

80,000+ 
workforce

€ 7.6bn  
turnover in 2018

The 
Netherlands

19 
offices

2,500+   
workforce

€ 282m  
turnover in 2018

bdo.nl/digital-
transformation

Transaction processing
Financial reporting

Performance 
management

Budgeting forecasting
Management 

reporting

Control and 
compliance 

Risk management
Statutory reporting

Controls governance 
and compliance

Strategic 
decision support 

Data analysis
Business cases

Portfolio management

Finance operations 
and reporting

Finance operational framework

The finance role in perspective

Transform your 
finance job into that 
of strategic partner
The transformation of the finance role from operator to strategic partner  

requires: 

1 An efficient and effective finance operations and reporting structure 

2 A risk and compliance guarantee 

3  The development of the competencies for performance management 

and decision support 

Adapting the finance operational framework to your needs

The digital transformation of your company’s finance role requires and 

integrated and multidisciplinary approach. All aspects of the process are 

linked and mutually interdependent. Your main focus should be on staff 

whose attitude to the change will determine its success.  

BDO has the expertise to help you and your staff:

1  determine your vision on the finance role and the activities at which it 

should excel 

2  translate this vision into practice by assisting in the set up and imple-

mentation of a finance operational framework.

Data and management information

Systems and tools

Processes and internal control

Organisation and people

Fresh 
perspectives 

on finance 
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Although this publication has been prepared 

and put together with due care, its wording 

is broad and the information contained in 

it is general in nature only. This publication 

does not offer recommendations for 

concrete situations. Readers are explicitly 

discouraged from acting, not acting or 

making decisions based on the information 

contained in this publication without having 

consulted an expert. For an advice geared 

to your specific situation, please contact 

BDO Accountants & Adviseurs or one of its 

advisers. BDO Accountants & Adviseurs, 

its affiliated parties and its advisers do not 

accept liability for any damages resulting 

from actions undertaken or not undertaken, 

or decisions made on the basis of the 

information contained in this publication.

BDO  is a registered trademark owned by 

Stichting BDO, a foundation established 

under Dutch law, having its registered office 

in Amsterdam (the Netherlands).

In this publication ‘BDO ’ is used to indicate 

the organisation which provides professional 

services in the field of accountancy, tax and 

advisory under the name ‘BDO’.

BDO Accountants & Adviseurs is a 

registered trade name owned by BDO 

Holding B.V., having its registered office in 

Eindhoven (the Netherlands), and is used 

to indicate a group of companies, each of 

which separately provides professional 

services in the field of accountancy, tax and/

or advisory.

BDO Holding B.V. is a member of BDO 

International Ltd, a UK company limited by 

guarantee, and forms part of the worldwide 

network of independent legal entities, each 

of which provides professional services 

under the name ‘BDO’.

BDO is the brand name for the BDO 

network and for each of the BDO Member 
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www.bdo.nl/digitaletransformatie

‘If you think 
technology 
can solve 
your security 
problems, 
then you don’t 
understand the 
problems and 
you don’t 
understand the 
technology’
BRUCE SCHNEIER
American cryptographer




